ber 1, 2016, respectively (doi:10.1128 /genomeA.00917-16, and doi:10.1128 /genomeA.00800 -16) .
The fırst of the three viral strains sequenced by the Utah State researchers was isolated in 1947 from a rhesus monkey in Uganda. It was regarded as a "sentinel animal"-namely one that was "intentionally placed in a particular environment to detect the presence of an infectious agent in the area," says Lee. The second sequenced strain was isolated in 1966 from Aedes aegypti mosquitos in Malaysia. The third strain is the one considered responsible for the epidemic that recently swept parts of Brazil and other countries in the Caribbean and Latin America. Although fırst isolated in 2015 in Puerto Rico, it derived from an ancestor of the Asian lineage, according to Lee. In 2016 it reached southern Florida, from where it is spreading to other parts of North America.
The decision by WHO offıcials to begin using a reference Zika strain prior to its review by experts reflects the urgency of the epidemic, says Baylis. "This will facilitate the development of sensitive, better-performing tests to detect Zika in patients. Knowledge of the sequence of this and other virus strains is essential to design robust testing methods... and will help not only in diagnosis but in epidemiological studies." Reference standards from WHO are used to harmonize assays for diagnostic testing, as well as screening assays for blood transfusions, and to defıne regulatory requirements for test sensitivity where screening is implemented.
WHO offıcials declared Zika a "public health emergency of international concern" because of complications that may arise for babies when pregnant women become infected with the virus. Microcephaly and other central nervous system abnormalities are being detected in large numbers of fetuses and newborn babies since the epidemic struck Latin America. Guillain-Barré syndrome, a disorder in which the body's immune system attacks part of the peripheral nervous system, is also thought to be caused by Zika among some of the adults it infects.
These and other Zika viral genome sequences "will enable us not only to develop effective nucleic acid-based diagnostic tools, but also to study the viral evolution related to Zika virulence and pathogenicity," Lee says. "The latter issue is critical to addressing a key question of whether the current American pandemic strains are more neurovirulent than the previously isolated strains." It will also help determine which strain to use for vaccine development.
David C. Holzman, former Journal Highlights
Editor for Microbe, is a freelance writer in Lexington, Mass.
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Visualizing Bacteria as They Develop Antibiotic Resistance in Vitro Marcia Stone
The development of antibiotic-resistant strains of bacteria depends on a dynamic growth process, involving a program that is far more complex than mere emergence of mutants with higher resistance than their predecessor strains, according to Roy Kishony of Technion-Israel Institute of Technology in Haifa and Harvard Medical
MINITOPIC
The New, the Odd, and Unexpected
Here are several new and noteworthy developments across several sectors of microbiology research:
• Bacteria rely on a set of previously unrecognized enzymes, which are responsible for shape, elongation, division, and spore formation-called SEDS School in Boston, Mass., and his collaborators. This conclusion is based on viewing how cells change while growing on "microbial evolution and growth arena (MEGA)" plates, following those cells as they spread along large plates containing antibiotics as well as nutrients. Details appeared 9 September 2016 in Science (doi:10 .1126/science.aag0822). The MEGA-plate, which Kishony and his collaborators developed, consists of a 120-by-60-cm dish fılled with agar containing nutrients and different concentrations of antibiotics. Its size enables an antibiotic gradient to be maintained for about 10 days, allowing drug-sensitive Escherichia coli cells to grow, evolve, and generate suffıcient numbers of mutations to withstand and migrate into higher and higher concentrations of the specifıc antibiotic to which they are being exposed.
For example, an early set of MEGAplates contained four-step gradients of either trimethoprim or ciprofloxacin. E. coli cells were inoculated onto drugfree regions of plates and allowed to spread. When the inoculant cells reached antibiotic concentrations at which they could no longer grow, resistant mutants emerged and their descendants migrated successively into regions containing stepped-up concentrations of one or the other of the two antibiotics.
"Importantly, access to intermediate regions of moderate selection enables a range of evolutionary pathways to high-level resistance," Kishony says. When bacteria were inoculated onto variant MEGA-plates in which they were challenged to go directly from nodrug to high-drug areas, they were unable to adapt. By moving through regions of escalating antibiotic intensity, the E. coli ultimately developed high levels of resistance, but it invariably came at the expense of growth rate. Although subsequent mutations compensated, in the absence of suffıcient nutrients these very fıt mutants became trapped.
"Thus, even though more fıt, the bacteria with compensatory mutations were usually spatially restricted from contributing to the ultimate evolutionary success of the population," says Michael Baym at Harvard Medical School, the project's lead scientist. "The fıtness of a bacterial population confronted by increasing antibiotic levels in natural and clinical setting is not driven by the fıttest bacteria but rather by those that are both suffıciently fıt and suffıciently close to the advancing front," adds his colleague Tami Lieberman, also at Harvard Medical School.
These experiments have really captivated people-scientists and regular folks alike-not only because they let people see evolution as it happens, but also because the "fılms they took of bacteria evolving are just plain cool to watch," says James Jeffrey Morris at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, adding: "This isn't the Kishony lab's fırst 'gee whiz' experiment." And says Harmit Malik from the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle, Washington, there is "amazing value watching evolution in action for students: just like a chemical reaction taking place, seeing is believing."
Marcia Stone is a science journalist based in New York City. Some bacteria use metals such as arsenic and iron instead of oxygen in electron-transfer reactions that are necessary for their metabolism. Indeed, some ancient bacteria depended on iron rather than water for a form of photosynthe-
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